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Thermodynamis of pairing in mesosopi systems
Tony Sumaryada and Alexander Volya
Department of Physis, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-4350, USA
(Dated: Otober 24, 2018)
Using numerial and analytial methods implemented for dierent models we ondut a systemati
study of thermodynami properties of pairing orrelation in mesosopi nulear systems. Various
quantities are alulated and analyzed using the exat solution of pairing. An in-depth omparison
of anonial, grand anonial, and miroanonial ensemble is onduted. The nature of the pairing
phase transition in a small system is of a partiular interest. We disuss the onset of disontinuity
in the thermodynami variables, utuations, and evolution of zeros of the anonial and grand
anonial partition funtions in the omplex plane. The behavior of the Invariant Correlational
Entropy is also studied in the transitional region of interest. The hange in the harater of the phase
transition due to the presene of magneti eld is disussed along with studies of superonduting
thermodynamis.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 24.10.Cn, 71.10.Li
I. INTRODUCTION
Pairing orrelations and related superonduting or su-
peruid properties are robust features of quantum many-
body systems. In physis anywhere from quarks to stars
it is hard to nd systems that under ertain onditions
do not exhibit pairing orrelations. The Cooper phe-
nomenon [1℄, namely the instability against formation of
partile-pairs in a marosopi Fermi-system under an
arbitrarily weak attrative fore, is a primary reason for
thriving of pairing.
Pairing in mesosopi systems, suh as atomi nulei
[2℄, metal lusters [3, 4, 5℄, ultra small grains [6℄, quan-
tum dots [7℄, interating spins [8, 9℄, has attrated a lot
of attention reently. Indeed, questions of phase tran-
sitions [1, 10, 11, 12, 13℄, interplay with other olletive
modes [14, 15℄, ontinuum eets [16℄ and thermodynam-
ial properties of small systems are important for the
present day siene and tehnology.
In this work we ondut a systemati study of thermo-
dynamis of pairing orrelations in small systems. We
use two-types of model Hamiltonians of lower and higher
symmetry where the pairing problem is solved exatly
and all quantum states are identied. We use a quasi-
spin algebra with the eetive numerial implementation
to obtain a full solution for systems ranging in size from
a few partiles to as large as over a hundred of parti-
les. The traditional BCS solution is also onsidered
for omparison. Using these results we ompare dier-
ent thermodynami ensembles: miroanonial, anoni-
al and grand anonial. The dierenes indiate a meso-
sopi nature of the system [17, 18, 19℄ and diminish in
the marosopi limit. Some disrepanies observed in
thermodynamis are related to non-thermal nature of the
pure pairing interation [20℄ and raise questions of equi-
libration and thermalization. Through thermodynami
ensembles and using invariant orrelational entropy we
study and analyze the pairing phase transition as a fun-
tion of temperature or exitation energy, magneti eld,
size of the system, and pairing strength.
We further explore the evolution of zeros in the
omplex temperature plane for the anonial ensemble
[21, 22, 23, 24℄, where reent ndings established lear
orrelations of pair breaking with peaks in entropy and
branhes of omplex temperature roots approahing real
axis [2, 18, 25℄. We extend this disussion with onsid-
eration of the phase transition based on the Yang-Lee
theory [26, 27, 28℄. The study of the system in the mag-
neti eld, evolution of zeros in the partition funtion
as a funtion of the eld strength, spin utuations and
the hange of the phase transition type are partiularly
interesting.
The presentation below is strutured as follows: we
rst introdue the pairing Hamiltonian, identify prop-
erties of the pairing problem and dene models for our
study in Se. II. In Se. III we onsider a BCS ap-
proximation whih shows the generi features of a paired
system. The bulk of the work is presented in Se. IV and
its subsetions, where dierent methods are introdued,
disussed and ompared. In Se. VI we onentrate on
the eets that external magneti eld or rotation have
on the properties of paired systems; this inludes the las-
siation of the phase transitions using the distribution
of zeros in the partition funtions.
II. PAIRING HAMILTONIAN
We approah the pairing problem by dening a pair of
two single-partile states denoted here as 1 and 1˜. This
pair-wise identiation an be based on an arbitrary sym-
metry; however, the fundamental symmetry with respet
to time reversal is the most ommon. For this work we
assume a pair as two partiles in time-onjugated single-
partile states that due to this symmetry have identi-
al energies. Using the language of the seond quanti-
zation the pair reation and annihilation operators are
p†1 = a
†
1a
†
1˜
and p1 = a1˜a1, respetively. Here the a
†
1 and
a1 are single-partile reation and annihilation operators
with the usual fermion ommutation rules. The pair is
2labeled by the same single-partile index 1, and is invari-
ant under the time onjugation, p1 = p1˜, sine a˜˜1 = a.
The algebra of the pair operators on a pair-state 1 (a
pair of orbitals 1 and 1˜) is idential to that of an SU(2)
spin algebra alled quasi-spin, in general the ommuta-
tion relations are
[p†1, p2] = 2δ12 p
z
1, (1)
where
pz1 =
(
n1 − 1
2
)
, (2)
the operator related to the partile number n1 = (a
†
1a1+
a†
1˜
a1˜)/2 operator for the pair-state 1.
A pair-state (1, 1˜) oupied by a pair or ompletely
empty orrespond to quasi-spin 1/2 with projetions
pz1 = 1/2 and p
z
1 = −1/2, respetively. Alternatively,
these states are referred to as states with seniority s1 = 0
identifying the number of unpaired nuleons in the pair-
state 1. The states with one unpaired partile orrespond
to s1 = 1 and to zero quasi-spin.
The most general form of the two-body Hamiltonian
that desribes motion of pairs at xed partile number is
H = 2
∑
1>0
ǫ1n1 −
∑
1,2>0
G12p
†
1p2, (3)
where the summation runs over pair-orbitals, denoted as
1 > 0, ǫ1 are single-partile energies, and G12 = G21
determines the strength of pair sattering. Using the
quasi-spin the same Hamiltonian an be written as
H =
∑
1>0
ǫ1+
∑
1>0
2
(
ǫ1 − G11
2
)
pz1−
∑
12>0
G12 (~p1 · ~p2 − pz1pz2) .
(4)
The problem is analogous to the Heisenberg model of
Ω/2 − s interating spins |~p| = 1/2 , with the Zeeman
splitting reated by the single-partile energies. The Ω/2
stands here for the total number of double-degenerate
levels and s =
∑
1 s1 represents the total seniority. Be-
ause of the magneti-eld like splitting the total quasi-
spin vetor ~p =
∑
1>0 ~p1 is not onserved, while the re-
maining ylindrial symmetry allows for the onservation
of the z-projetion pz = N/2−Ω/4 ,equivalent to the to-
tal partile number N = 2
∑
1>0 n1.
The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (3) are identied
by the set of Ω/2 seniorities s = {s1} denoting the avail-
able and bloked pair-states. In the language of the spin
model (4) seniorities represent the number of spin 1/2
partiles in the system, thus totally removing all bloked
states from interation. The Hamiltonian within a er-
tain seniority partition s is given as
Hs =
∑
1>0
s1ǫ1 + 2
s∑
1>0
n1
(
ǫ1 − G11
2
)
(5)
−
s∑
16=2
G12 (~p1 · ~p2 − pz1pz2) ,
where the upper summation limit s implies that all
bloked states with s1 = 1 are exluded.
Sine eah unpaired partile doubles the degeneray
of the many-body state the total degeneray of a given
eigenstate is gs = 2
s
. With other symmetries, beyond
the time reversal, the degeneray of states an be higher.
Additional degeneraies suh as the one due to the rota-
tional symmetry an further redue the problem to larger
values of the quasi-spin. In the spherial shell model
within a given j-shell there are total of ωj = j + 1/2
time-onjugate pair states, and the total quasi-spin is
preserved by the pairing interation. For suh j-shell
a quasi-spin vetor ~pj =
1
2
∑
m ~pjm an be introdued
whih together with the number operator for this level
and its own hermitian onjugate again forms an SU(2)
group. The independene of matrix elements and quasi-
spin operators on magneti sub-states allows to rewrite
the Hamiltonian (3) as
H =
∑
j
ǫjNj −
∑
jj′
Vjj′P
†
j Pj′ , (6)
where for the reasons of the two-partile state normaliza-
tion a pair operator and interation matrix elements are
redened as follows
~Pj =
1
2
√
ωj
∑
m
~pjm , (7)
Vjj′ =
√
ωjωj′Gjj′ .
The exat diagonalization of the pairing Hamiltonian (3)
or (6), depending on the symmetries of the model, is
performed using the quasi-spin algebra. The ability to
obtain all many-body states with a relatively simple ex-
at treatment of pairing is an important omponent in
this study. The more detailed disussion of the seniority
based diagonalization an be found in Ref. [29, 30, 31℄.
We refer to the exat treatment of pairing as EP. The
appliations of algebrai methods extend far beyond our
models; treatments of proton-neutron pairing as well as
more exoti forms of pairing-type Hamiltonians are dis-
ussed in Ref. [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40℄. Other
methods of exat solution, analogies with boson-fermion
models and eletrostati analogies should be mentioned
[41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46℄ .
Below in Se. (IV) we introdue thermodynami en-
sembles and disuss thermodynami variables used to
study the many-body system that undergoes pairing
phase transition. For eah of the ases we onstrut
the partition funtion exatly based on the full numer-
ial solution to the pairing problem. As our examples
we onsider two basi types of systems. The piket-fene
(or ladder system) whih has Ω/2 equally spaed double-
degenerate levels, where the total fermion apaity is Ω.
The level spaing is hosen as the unit of energy. The
piket-fene model is a minimal symmetry system with
the time reversal only; therefore the degeneray of eah
3eigenstate α is gαs = 2
s. A seond model with only two
levels, but of large degeneray, represents an opposite
high symmetry ase. Spaing between the two levels
is again taken as the unit of energy. Due to additional
symmetry, the degeneray of many-body states is higher.
The ation of the pairing Hamiltonian is limited to either
diagonal or level to level pair transfer. For the two-level
system with an appropriate seletion of the basis states
the Hamiltonian matrix is tri-diagonal. This failitates
substantially the numerial treatment, making determi-
nation of all many-body states in systems with a hundred
or more partiles possible. The two types of model spaes
with total oupany Ω, the partile number N, and the
onstant pairing strength G onstitute the set of input
parameters in this study. Introdution of the magneti
eld in Se.VI does not require a separate diagonaliza-
tion, however requires determination of the total spin
projetions onto an axis parallel to the diretion of the
eld. We note that the total number of many-body states
is Ω = Ω!N !(Ω−N)! .
III. BCS
The BCS approximation is the ommon approah to
takle the pairing problem. While this method is asymp-
totially exat in thermodynami limit it still produes
remarkably good results for smaller systems. The BCS
method assumes the presene of a ondensate and ap-
proximates the dynamis of interating partiles (3) with
a motion of independent quasi-partiles. Although most
of the issues that we intend to address in this work an
not be fully explored within the BCS piture due to its
limitations, the method is a good benhmark for many of
the questions and an exellent guidane to the dynamial
regions of interest. Below we review the approah while
stressing some of the key elements relevant to this work.
Within the BCS theory the general pairing Hamilto-
nian in Eq. (3) is brought to an approximate single par-
tile form using Bogoliubov's transformation. The pa-
rameters of the transformation, the set of gaps ∆1and
hemial potential µ, are determined via gap equations
∆1 =
1
2
∑
2>0
G12
∆2
e2
, (8)
and the hemial potential is given by the partile num-
ber
N = 2
∑
1>0
n1 where n1 =
1
2
(1− ε1
e1
). (9)
For simpliity of notations we introdue single partile
energies shifted by the hemial potential and the diago-
nal interation strength ε1 = ǫ1−µ−G11/2. The result of
the Bogoliubov transformation is the spetrum of states
given by the independent quasi-partile exitations with
energies
e1 =
√
ε21 +∆
2
1. (10)
The total energy of the paired system is
E = 2
∑
1>0
(
ǫ1 − G11
2
)
n1 −
∑
1,2>0
G12
∆1∆2
4e1e2
.
As earlier, the summations here go over the pair-states.
In this work for all our models we use a onstant pair-
ing strength G11 ≡ G whih due to Eq. (8) leads to a
onstant pairing gap for all single partile pairs, ∆1 ≡ ∆.
A single parameter for the interation strength, in our
view, allows for the most transparent study of the impor-
tant features, the results are generi, and the methods of
BCS and EP are appliable to general situations. For
onstant pairing the BCS gap equation and the energy
are a textbook examples:
1 =
G
2
∑
1>0
1
e1
, E = 2
∑
1>0
(
ǫ1 − G
2
)
n1 − ∆
2
G
. (11)
To aommodate the ases with higher symmetry follow-
ing Eq. (7) it is onvenient to introdue V = ωG where
ω is the pair degeneray whih is level independent in
both piket-fene (ωj = 1) and two-level (ωj1 = ωj2 ≡ ω)
models.
The partile number non-onservation intrinsi to the
Bogoliubov transformation is one of the problems asso-
iated with the BCS appliations to mesosopi systems.
Furthermore, in a system with disrete levels Eq. (8)
may not have a solution, with the exeption of a trivial
ase ∆1 = 0. Formally, this transitional point [47℄ or-
responds to the ritial interation strength where the
largest eigenvalue of the matrix built from the elements
(G12ε1+G21ε2)/(4ε1ε2) is equal to unity. The interpreta-
tion of this is that at a low pairing strength the pairing is
too weak to overome gaps in the single partile spetrum
whih leads to a normal state. This situation is again spe-
i to small systems where it appears in ontrast to the
Cooper instability [1℄. The total absene of the pairing
orrelations below the ritial pairing strength is a se-
ond major drawbak of the BCS approah in mesosopi
systems. Exat solutions indiate a gradual dissipation
of pairing orrelations extending almost to zero strength
[2, 47, 48, 49℄. The ritial pairing strength as deter-
mined by the BCS is still an important parameter iden-
tifying the loation of the mesosopi phase transition.
An analyti solution to the BCS equations an be
obtained for the system of two levels dened above.
For a half-oupied system the hemial potential due
to the partile-hole symmetry is an exat average of
the monopole-renormalized single-partile energies µ =
(ǫ1 + ǫ2 −G)/2. Thus,
∆2 = V 2 −
(
∆ǫ
2
)2
, ∆ǫ = ǫ1 − ǫ2. (12)
The introdution of the renormalized strength V makes
this equation independent of Ω.
In Fig. 1(a) the BCS gap is plotted as a funtion of
energy for a two-level model following Eq. (12). The
4urve has a square-root disontinuity at the ritial pair-
ing strength Vcr=0.50 in the units of level spaing. The
onept of the gap does not appear in the exat solution,
however this quantity an be dedued from the energy
assoiated with paring orrelations. The seond urve
in the same gure shows the gap omputed through Eq.
(11) where energy and oupation numbers are obtained
from the exat solution. The dierene between these two
urves depits the shortoming of the BCS when applied
to a small system; for related disussions and omparison
of BCS with exat tehniques see Refs. [50, 51, 52℄. In
Fig. 1(b) an alternative view on the EP-BCS omparison
is given. Here we show the energy dierene per partile
between BCS and EP as a funtion of the pairing strength
for N=20 and 100 partiles. As the partile number grows
the BCS and EP beome equivalent. The peak in the
BCS-EP disrepany appears in the pairing phase tran-
sition region, around Vcr ≈ 0.6 whih is lose to an ana-
lytially obtained BCS value of 0.5. The disrepany in
Vcr is known to arise from the pair-vibrations and other
renormalizations of the BCS ground state [53, 54℄.
For our seond (piket-fene) model, the ritial pair-
ing strength an be determined in the ase of a half-
oupied system with an even number of levels through
the sum of a harmoni series
Gcr =
∆ǫ(∑(Ω/2+1)/2
n=1
1
n + ln 4
) , (13)
whih in the limit of a large number of levels onverges
to zero logarithmially Gcr ∼ ∆ǫ/ lnΩ. We remind here
that formally for this model G = V sine ωj = 1 and Ω/2
equals to the number of levels. This logarithmi depen-
dene in the marosopi limit is related to the exponen-
tial dependene of the gap on the pairing strength and
density of states near the Fermi surfae, whih represents
the Cooper instability.
We onlude this setion with a note on the BCS ap-
proah at nite temperature T = 1/β. By modeling the
thermodynamis of quasipartiles with non-interating
Fermi gas we obtain a modied version of the Eq. (11)
1 =
G
2
∑
1>0
tanh
(
β
2 e1
)
e1
, (14)
where quasipartile energies are of the form (10). A re-
lated disussion of thermodynami treatment within the
grand anonial partition funtion and following from it
thermal BCS is presented in Se. IVB.
For the two-level, half oupied model the temperature
dependene of the ritial pairing strength is given by
Vcr =
∆ǫ
2
coth(
β∆ǫ
4
). (15)
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Figure 1: (Color online) In the upper panel the BCS pairing
gap is shown as a funtion of the pairing strength for the two-
level, half-oupied system with 20 partiles. In the lower
panel the energy dierene per partile between BCS and the
exat result is shown as a funtion of the pairing strength for
the same N=20 system and is ompared with the results for a
larger half-oupied two-level model ontaining 100 partiles.
IV. STATISTICAL TREATMENT
Statistial properties of a many-body systems are ad-
dressed using normalized density operators [55℄, usually
referred to as statistial operators wˆ [56℄ and dened as
wˆ(E,N) =
1
Z
δ(E − Hˆ)δ(N − Nˆ) (16)
for the miroanonial,
wˆ(β,N) =
1
Z exp(−βHˆ) δ(N − Nˆ) (17)
for the anonial, and
wˆ(β, µ) =
1
Z
exp
(
−β(Hˆ − µNˆ)
)
(18)
for the grand anonial ensemble. In the above deni-
tions the parameter β = 1/T refers to an inverse temper-
ature and µ orresponds to the hemial potential. Here
we use units where the Boltzmann onstant is equal to
unity, allowing units of energy to be used for tempera-
ture. The normalization onstants Z, Z, and Z are the
5partition funtions for the orresponding ensembles; so
that the statistial operators are normalized by the trae
Tr(wˆ) = 1. The statistial averages are alulated as
〈Oˆ〉 = Tr(Oˆwˆ). (19)
The entropy for the above ensembles is dened as
S = −〈ln(wˆ)〉 = −Tr(wˆ ln wˆ) . (20)
The above denition is stritly speaking appliable only
for thermally equilibrated system whih makes ther-
modynamial Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy disussed below
equivalent to the von-Neumann entropy of a quantum
ensemble in Eq. (20). A new light on omplexity of
quantum states in non-thermalized or non-equilibrated
systems an be obtained with the invariant orrelational
entropy [57℄ (ICE) that also appears to be a good tool
to study the phase transitions in mesosopi systems
[58, 59℄. The orrelational entropy is dened through
the behavior of the miroanonial density matrix (16)
for eah individual quantum state in response to a noise
in an external parameter. For the purposes of this work
we onsider pairing strength V to be this external param-
eter. The variations in V within the interval [V, V + δV ]
result in an averaged density operator
wˆα =
1
δV
∫ V+δV
V
wˆα(V ),
where the weight operator wˆα is a density operator for
an individual quantum state α followed with evolution of
V , for a xed parameter V this is a projetion operator.
The averaged statistial weight matrix is used to obtain
the ICE via Eq. (20).
The quality or appliability of a given thermodynami
approah to a small system is often under question.
While in some studies various ensembles are used inter-
hangeably, there are signiant dangers on this path.
Our investigations below not only show up the pairing
phase transition and its evolution as a funtion of the
partile number but also draw attention to some subtle
dierenes in thermodynami treatments.
A. Canonial ensemble
Given an exat solution to the pairing problem via di-
agonalization in the seniority sheme, Se. II, the formal
denition (17) an be written expliitly for the eigen-
states labeled by α and s:
wαs =
1
Z exp(−βEαs) , where (21)
Z(β,N) =
∑
αs
gαs exp(−βEα,s) (22)
is the anonial partition funtion. The ensemble average
(19) for any quantity is given as
〈O〉 =
∑
αs
gαswαs 〈αs|O|αs〉, (23)
where 〈αs|O|αs〉 is the quantum-mehanial expetation
value for the orresponding operator in the eigenstate α
with the seniority set s. The entropy is given via the
usual expression
S = −
∑
αs
gαswαs ln(wαs). (24)
The reader may be familiar with the following set of tra-
ditional thermodynami relations [60℄
〈E〉 = − ∂
∂β
ln(Z), (25)
the entropy S an be found diretly from the statistial
denition (20)
S = lnZ + β〈E〉 = −∂F
∂T
. (26)
The Helmholtz free energy is dened as
F = −T ln(Z) = 〈E〉 − TS. (27)
The Eq. (25) involves a derivative, however in our alu-
lations we avoid numerial dierentiations always going
bak to the denition (23). For example spei heat
is omputed using its relation to the energy utuations
〈(E − 〈E〉)2〉,
C =
(
∂〈E〉
∂T
)
= β2
∂2 lnZ
∂β2
= β2〈(E − 〈E〉)2〉. (28)
The results of our study based on the anonial ensem-
ble are shown in Fig. 2-8. In Fig. 2 (a - d) free energy,
entropy, energy, and energy utuation of the ladder sys-
tem with 12 levels and 12 partiles are shown as a fun-
tion of temperature, similar study may be found in [2, 61℄
and referenes therein. The ritial pairing strength for
this model from BCS, Eq. (13), at zero temperature is
Vcr = 0.27. The urves orrespond to dierent pairing
strengths showing various onditions: weak pairing with
about half the ritial pairing strength V = 0.13; pair-
ing strength above the ritial value V = 0.6; and strong
pairing V = 1. All of the plots show essentially similar
trends: there is a sharp hange in eah of the quantities
as a funtion of temperature in a ertain region. This
region is assoiated with the phase transition from the
paired to the normal state. Most transparently it an
be seen in 2(e) where it is assoiated with the peak in
heat apaity. The ritial temperature Tcr depends on
the pairing strength. It an be observed that the tran-
sitional region for strong pairing (V > Vcr for T = 0) is
roughly onsistent with the BCS, whih gives Tcr = 2.7
and 1.3 for V = 1 and 0.6, respetively. Naturally, the
6stronger pairing interations support the superondut-
ing state at higher temperature or exitation energy. For
weak pairing the transitional behavior is present at zero
temperature. This is onsistent with the earlier nding
that pairing orrelations appear in the ground state even
for small V . The deline of weak pairing (V ≤ 0.13)
phase is still assoiated with the peak in heat apaity
whih beomes smaller as the pairing strength is weak-
ened, while staying essentially at the same Tcr ∼ 1.3.
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Figure 2: (Color online) (a) Free energy, (b)Entropy,
()Energy, (d) Energy utuations, (e) Spei heat, and (f)
Order parameter of a ladder system with 12 levels and 12
partiles as a funtion of temperature.
The phase diagram an be further explored by onsid-
ering an order parameter whih we dene here as a fra-
tion of paired partiles ψ = (N − 〈s〉)/N , the 〈s〉 is the
ensemble-averaged value of the total seniority. The de-
pendene of the order parameter on temperature, shown
in Fig. 2(f), shows that the fration of superonduting
pairs drops sharply in the transitional region whih is
also identied by the ritial behavior of other thermo-
dynami quantities.
The ontour plot of the order parameter as a funtion
of the pairing strength and temperature is shown in Fig.
3. The shaded area in the upper left orresponds to the
high perentage of partiles in the ondensate, whih o-
urs at low temperature and high pairing strength; while
in the opposite limit the superonduting state disap-
pears. The solid line indiates the phase boundary as fol-
lows from the BCS approximation. We note that at zero
temperature the fration of superonduting partiles is
high even at zero pairing strength this speial point or-
responds to the absene of two-body interations whih
results in pair-wise Fermi oupation of time-reversed or-
bitals.
Figure 3: (Color online) The ontour plot of the order param-
eter as a funtion of the pairing strength and temperature.
Half oupied 12-level system is shown. The line separates
normal and paired regions based on the BCS equation.
Throughout this work we mainly disuss systems with
an even partile number; we found that the dierene
between odd and even systems in the ritial region of
interest is small. Most of the distintion ours at zero
temperature where degeneray of an odd-partile ground
state and non-zero spin are important. This an be seeing
in Fig. 4 where we ompare the entropy and spei heat
as a funtion of temperature for N = 11 and N = 12 12-
level ladder systems.
The transition to the thermodynami limit is explored
for a two-level system in Fig. 5. Unless noted otherwise,
in our study we selet exatly half-oupied systems with
N = Ω/2. The region of interest is identied by the peak
in heat apaity seen in Fig. 5(b). With the inreased
partile number this peak beomes sharper as expeted in
the marosopi limit, where the phase transition is rep-
resented by a disontinuity. Another interesting remark
an be made about the loation of the peak. Following
Eq. (15) within the BCS approximation the loation of
the phase transition for a half-oupied two-level model
does not depend on size of the valene spae Ω, at V = 1
the BCS predition is Tc = 0.455. As seen from the gure
this is not exatly orret, for a small 10-partile system
the peak appears at about Tc = 0.35, and only with the
inrease in the partile number the peak moves right to
the BCS predited value, thus onrming the BCS as an
exat theory in the marosopi limit.
In reent years analysis of poles in the omplex temper-
ature plane and the evolution of branhes of these poles
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Figure 4: (Color online) (a) Entropy and (b) Spei heat
as a funtion of temperature, for an odd and even number of
partiles and V = 1.
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Figure 5: (Color online) (a) Energy and (b) Spei heat as
a funtion of temperature, for V = 1 and various number of
partiles N=10, 30, 50, and 100.
has attrated a lot of attention as a study and lassi-
ation tool for mesosopi phase transitions. The theory
related to the distribution of zeros (DOZ) in fugaity
of the grand anonial ensemble dates bak to Yang-Lee
[27, 28℄. Later works [22, 23, 24℄ extended it the to the
omplex temperature plane of the anonial ensemble.
The method of lassiations of mesosopi phase tran-
sitions, reently suggested in Ref. [11℄ is based on the
distribution of zeros near the real axis. Some of the inter-
esting questions suh as whether the nature of the phase
transition hanges as a funtion of size have been stud-
ied with this approah. The rst steps in the analysis of
mesosopi systems undergoing pairing phase transitions
were done in Ref. [2, 62℄, the evolution of DOZ and om-
1
2
3
b
t
n
Figure 6: (Color online) The lowest branh of zeros omputed
for N=100 and G=1.00 is shematially shown.
parison with the thermal BCS for a two-level model an
be found in Ref. [25℄.
In what follows we use the lassiation of phase tran-
sitions developed by Bormann et.al. [11℄. We introdue
omplex temperature as B = β + iτ and numerially
seek a set of zeros Bi in the anonial partition funtion
Z(Bi, N) = 0, sine the funtion is real the zeros appear
in omplex onjugate pairs and we an limit the region
of onsideration to τ ≥ 0. The produt expansion of the
partition funtion in terms of zeros using the Weierstrass
theorem gives
Z(B) = Ω
∏
i
(
1− BBi
)(
1− BB∗i
)
. (29)
The DOZ in the omplex temperature plane for the two-
level system is shown shematially in Fig.6.
The sets of zeros form branhes [18, 25℄, in Fig.6 only
the branh lowest to the real axis is shown. The size
of the system determines the distane between neighbor-
ing zeros whih in marosopi limit beomes ontinuous.
Phase transitions are assoiated with branhes rossing
the real axis. Indeed the zeros in the partition funtion
appear as poles in thermodynami variables; for energy
or heat apaity we have from (29)
〈E(B)〉 =
∑
i
(
1
Bi − β +
1
B∗i − β
)
, (30)
CV = β
2
∑
i
(
1
(Bi − β)2 +
1
(B∗i − β)2
)
. (31)
In general, although there are no poles at the real axis,
the derivative dk(lnZ)/dβk ∼∑j(Bi − β)−k may result
in a divergent sum. As suggested in [11℄ the lassia-
tion of phase transitions in the Ehrenfest sense an be
extended to a smaller system by onsidering how the dis-
rete roots of the phase transition branh approah the
real axis. By labeling the roots in the phase transition
branh starting from the losest one to real axis, see Fig.
6, the rossing angle an be given as
ν = arctan
β2 − β1
τ2 − τ1 .
8The power law that expresses the ongestion of roots as
they approah real axis at τ → 0 determines the seond
parameter α as |Bi+1 − Bi| ∼ τ−αi .
The rst order phase transition, whih in thermody-
nami limit appears as a disontinuity in the rst deriva-
tive of the free energy orresponds to a vertial uniform
approah of poles ν = 0, α = 0. In other ases the
transition is of the seond order for 0 < α < 1 or of
a higher order if α > 1. This lassiation establishes a
ondition at whih poles in sums of the form (30) and
(31) aumulate a logarithmially divergent series. For a
vertial approah, ν = 0 at the ritial temperature the
|Bj−βcr| ∼ j1/(α+1) therefore k-th derivative of the parti-
tion funtion would lead to a divergent series if k ≥ α+1.
To nd poles in the omplex plane we developed a nu-
merial tehnique that uses analitiity of the above fun-
tions. We rst determine the number of roots in a desired
region using a ontour integral
n =
1
2πi
∮
〈E(B)〉dB. (32)
The line integration is fast and is done avoiding paths
that go diretly over the roots, this assures numerial
stability and the real and integer result of Eq. (32) guar-
antees the auray. One the number of roots is known
we use a method in the spirit of the Laguerre's polyno-
mial root nding tehnique [63℄ . The problem is math-
ematially analogous to the two-dimensional problem of
eletrostatis. In the numerial method we onverge to
a given harge in the presene of the eld from other
harges whih is modeled via multipole expansion using
the analytially known derivatives of the eld strength.
The found roots are sequentially removed, namely bal-
aned by the harge of an opposite sign. Depending on
the starting point and the density of roots, the numeri-
al anellation is not always perfet, and the same root
may appear several times. Given that the total number
of roots is known this problem is easily xed by hoosing
a dierent starting point or by exploring a smaller region.
In the alulations we stabilize the sum in the partition
funtion by seleting saling so that the largest term in
the sum (22) equals unity.
A series of plots where evolution of poles in the om-
plex temperature plane as a funtion of the pairing
strength is shown in Fig. 7. The behavior of the heat a-
paity as a funtion of temperature for eah ase is shown
below to highlight the phase transition point. With no
pairing, V = 0, the zeros are distributed along the two
(almost) horizontal lines. Similar piture is seen at the
pairing strength signiantly below ritial (Vcr = 0.5
at zero temperature from BCS). At about the ritial
strength, V = 0.4, a notieable bifuration ours with
the lower branh evolving toward the real axis. As pair-
ing strength inreases, the branhes move down and more
branhes beomes visible in our gures; in Fig. 7 we use
the same temperature sale for all values of V . The lowest
branh that approahes the real axis is assoiated with
the phase transition. The latter is onrmed by the peak
in the heat apaity that beomes sharper in ases with
stronger pairing.
In Fig. 8 the dependene of the ritial parameters ν
and α on the pairing strength is addressed. Below the
ritial pairing strength the urves utuate, here, there
is no phase transition and ν and α an not be interpreted
as ritial parameters. At a suiently strong pairing
interation, however, the behavior of the parameters sta-
bilizes showing a seond order phase transition.
B. Grand Canonial ensemble
The grand anonial ensemble is of a speial impor-
tane in statistial mehanis, sine the partition fun-
tion for non-interating partiles, Z0(β, µ), is given by
an analytial expression. The grand anonial partition
funtion an be determined using the anonial one,
Z(β, µ) =
Ω∑
N=0
zN Z(β, N), (33)
where fugaity z = exp(βµ) is introdued. For non-
interating Fermi partiles
Z0(β, µ) =
∏
1
(1 + z exp(−βǫ1)) ,
where ǫ1 is a single-partile spetrum. The above expres-
sion results, for example, in the ommonly used form for
the oupation numbers
ni = (1 + exp[β(ǫi − µ)])−1 .
The grand anonial approah and the use of the above
Fermi distribution for small systems with a xed num-
ber of partiles is ommon, however may present serious
problems. On the other hand, even for non-interating
partiles omputation of the miroanonial or anoni-
al partition funtion is diult [64℄. Investigation of
the mesosopi limit where statistial ensembles may no
longer be equivalent is of interest here.
The grand anonial ensemble is advantageous even
when it omes to interating systems, the partition fun-
tion an be expressed via diagrammati summation. In
relation to pairing we mention here a method rst pro-
posed in Ref. [65℄, a more detailed disussion an be
found in [66℄. The full partition funtion for onstant (or
fatorizable) pairing interation an be obtained as
Z = Z0
∫ ∞
0
dt exp(−Y (t)), (34)
where funtion Y (t) is
Y (t) = t− 4
∑
1>0
ln

cosh
(
β
2
√
ǫ21 +
Gt
2β
)
cosh
(
βǫ1
2
)

 .
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Figure 7: (Color online) Evolution of DOZ and Cv in the omplex temperature plane B = β + iτ for N=100 partiles in the
half-oupied two-level system. There are number of poles near and exatly on the imaginary axis, they are of no interest to
our disussion and are not shown. The poles for other systems are disussed in [2℄ and referenes therein, the interpretation
and the nature of branhes is disussed in [62℄, further in-depth exploration of the above model an be found in Ref. [25℄.
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Figure 8: (Color online) Parameter of the phase transition for
the two level system with N=100 partiles as a funtion of
pairing strength (a) α vs V and (b) transition angle ν vs V .
The most straightforward saddle point approximation to
the integral (34) leads to a saddle point ts, whih we ex-
press in terms of a gap parameter as ∆2 = Gts/(2β).
Thus, the saddle-point equation beomes a familiar gap
equation of thermal BCS (14), and the thermal BCS
theory represents the lowest order approximation of the
grand anonial expression in Eq. (34).
Various thermodynami properties of the ladder sys-
tem with 12 levels and 12 partiles obtained with the ex-
at alulation of the grand anonial partition funtion
are shown in Fig. 9, the gure also inludes ompar-
isons with the orresponding urves from the anonial
ensemble, where appliable. The utuations in the par-
tile number as a funtion of temperature are shown in
Fig. 9(a). The value of this quantity levels at about two
partiles, a similar unertainty on a level of one pair is
present in the BCS theory. The partile unertainty rela-
tive to the system size ∼ 2/N an be used to estimate the
quality of the grand anonial ensemble in appliations
to partile-onserving mesosopi systems. The results
of omparisons between anonial and grand anonial
ensembles for the entropy, exitation energy, and spe-
i heat as a funtion of temperature are shown in Fig.
9(b)-(d). The dierene is quite small, and is onsistent
with the level of error from the partile non-onservation.
Further omparison is shown in Fig. 10 where the en-
ergy dierene between anonial and grand anonial
ensembles is plotted as a funtion of temperature. In the
piket-fene model the disrepany is notieable, however
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Figure 9: (Color online) Thermodynami properties of the
ladder system with 12 levels, 12 partiles, and V=1.00 are
shown as a funtion of temperature. The grand anonial
ensemble is ompared to the anonial. (a) Flutuation in
the number of partiles in the grand anonial ensemble; (b)
entropy; () spei heat; (d) exitation energy.
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Figure 10: (Color online) The exitation energy dierene
between anonial and grand anonial statistial ensembles
is shown as a funtion of temperature. Left panel orresponds
to a ladder system and two-level model is on the right.
it beomes relatively small in the two-level ase with a
muh larger number of partiles. The dierene peaks ex-
atly at the temperature of the phase transition (in both
ases V = 1) where utuations are large. As seen in
the two-level model for a large number of partiles this
region beomes narrow. Although for a ladder system
the dierene grows in the absolute sale, this behavior
is assoiated with the extreme smallness of the system
and the disrepany per partile is still going to zero.
The zeros of the analyti ontinuation of the grand
partition funtion into the omplex plain of hemial po-
tential are of a separate interest. We start by dening
these points with the set of omplex numbers µi that for
a ertain temperature satisfy the equation Z(β, µi) = 0.
There are some features to be stressed here. The num-
ber of prinipal roots µi is equal to the apaity of the
fermion spae Ω. The grand anonial partition fun-
tion (33) is an Ω-th order polynomial in fugaity whih
leads to Ω roots in the hemial potential that an be
found with the standard numerial tehniques for poly-
nomials. The methods disussed in the ontext of the
anonial partition funtion are also useful in this ase.
As the size of the system grows the roots inrease in
number and may form branhes that an approah the
real axis. This desribes the mesosopi phase transi-
tion within the Yang-Lee piture [27, 28℄. The aumula-
tion of roots near the real axis, similarly to the anonial
ensemble disussed earlier, represents a phase transition
marked by the disontinuity in a ertain order derivative
of the grand anonial partition funtion with respet to
hemial potential. This leads to the disontinuity in the
pressure-volume diagram [67℄ and in the thermodynami
potential as a funtion of the partile number, namely
ondensation. Based on the well known properties of
the Bose gas the appearane of suh third order transi-
tion [68℄ ould be a good evidene for the Bose-Einstein
pair ondensation. Whether with the inreased pairing
strength or in a ertain limit of temperature the Cooper
pairs beome dynamially equivalent to bosons and form
a ondensate and if there is a rossover region is an in-
teresting and important question [56, 69℄.
Before addressing the results of this study we disuss
some of the expeted features that an be inferred from
the partition funtion (34). Within the BCS approxima-
tion the integral (34) is given by the single saddle point
value
ZBCS = Z0 exp(−2β∆
2
G
)
∏
1>0

cosh
(
β
2 e1
)
cosh
(
βǫ1
2
)


4
.
The Yang-Lee zeros of the above expression are zeros of
the hyperboli osine and for eah single partile energy
ǫ1 an innite series of roots labeled by integer n an be
obtained
µ = ǫ1 ± i
√
∆2 + π2
(
2n+ 1
β
)2
. (35)
The evolution of DOZ of grand anonial ensemble in
the omplex plane of hemial potential for a xed pairing
strength G and various temperatures is shown in Figs.
11-13. In all of the plots only the prinipal branh of
roots with n = 0, Eq. (35), whih is losest to the real
axis is shown.
In Fig. 11 a somewhat high pairing strength V = 1
is seleted so that at low temperature the system is well
in the superonduting phase. The resulting zeros are lo-
ated along the horizontal line onsistently with Eq. (35).
As the temperature inreases the two lines of roots move
apart deeper into the omplex plane; this trend is again
in agreement with (35), however the overall behavior of
11
the roots is no longer regular. The ritial temperature in
this system (from the peak in heat apaity), is Tc = 0.38
whih oinides with a region where the behavior of DOZ
hanges. As seen from the gure there are no branhes
of substantial signiane that ross real axis, indiating
no phase transition.
The following Figs. 12 and 13 repeat the same study
with weaker and stronger pairing. The ndings are simi-
lar: at about ritial temperature the DOZ hanges from
the two-line distribution, reeting the BCS limit, to a
more sattered set of roots moving away from the real
axis at high temperature.
This exat alulation is onsistent with the similar
study [69℄. At temperatures below ritial and with
strong pairing, Fig. 13, there are small symmetri
branhes of zeros that are direted toward the real axis
(although never reah it), they do not appear to result
in any transitional behavior and their signiane is un-
lear. Our models lak the expliit spatial degree of free-
dom and it is likely that the BCS-BEC transition that
reets the hange in the physial size of the Cooper pairs
is simply impossible here.
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Figure 11: (Color online) The distribution of zeros (DOZ) of
grand anonial ensemble in the omplex hemial potential
plane for a two levels system with V=50 and V=1.00 for var-
ious temperatures indiated. The Tc = 0.38 for this system.
The grand anonial partition funtion (34) is use-
ful for understanding DOZ in the omplex temperature
plane, although anonial and grand anonial ensembles
are not fully equivalent. Balian and Langer [70℄ have de-
termined that the zeros approah the real axis at an angle
ν = π/4 and their density tends linearly to zero, α = 1,
showing a seond order transition.
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Figure 12: (Color online) Same as Fig. 11, exept V = 0.5
and orresponding Tc = 0.17.
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Figure 13: (Color online) Same as Fig. 11, exept V = 2 and
thus Tc = 0.8.
C. Miroanonial ensemble
The miroanonial ensemble is often assumed to be
the most physially appropriate statistial treatment of
a losed system. There is a number of theoretial works
as well as diret experimental studies of nulear thermo-
dynamis in the miroanonial ensemble [19, 61, 71, 72℄.
The density of states (DOS) ρ is the primary element in
the approah. Regrettably, the formal denition given
earlier (16) is not appropriate per se, the density of states
as well as the normalization in the disrete spetrum re-
quires some averaging energy interval. For most of this
study we hose not to implement a traditional binning
method substituting it by the propagator-type approah,
where an artiially inserted small width σ (the same for
12
all states) results in the Lorentzian-type smoothing of
every peak. The derivatives of the DOS are then alu-
lated based on the analyti derivatives of the Lorentzian
whih provides an additional stability. With this proe-
dure the DOS ρ(E) is obtained. The averaging width
σ is an artiial parameter that introdues thermody-
nami averaging, the results may strongly depend on this
parameter when it is smaller than the average level spa-
ing. This parameter is not neessarily a disadvantage,
to the ontrary, it allows us to zoom at the energy sale
of interest. Within this work we selet σ = 0.5 − 1.0 in
single-partile level spaing units. This is most reason-
able miro sale and an be ompared with the resolution
sale of the anonial ensemble where energy utuations
are at about 10. The σ interval versus level spaing an
be interpreted as the number of states needed to obtain a
statistially equilibrated value for observable quantities,
in the limit of quantum haos a single state is suient
[49, 73℄, on the other hand as disussed below pure pair-
ing due to seniority onservation is poorly equilibrated
and many states must be inluded. The latter fat inu-
ened our hoie of σ.
The entropy in the miroanonial ensemble is
S(E) = ln ρ(E), (36)
and the temperature an be dened as
T (E) =
(
∂S(E)
∂E
)−1
, (37)
whih does not depend on the normalization that is used
for the DOS.
In Fig. 14 the temperature is shown as a funtion of ex-
itation energy for all three ensembles. The miroanon-
ial urve with σ = 1 shows several low-lying peaks that
an be identied with the pair breaking [17, 20, 72℄. The
seniority is a onserved quantum number for pure pairing
interation, nevertheless these peaks survive in the pres-
ene of all interations as was shown in Ref. [48, 71, 74℄.
The orresponding osillations in the heat apaity and
espeially the regions where this quantity is negative an
be assoiated with the paired to normal phase transi-
tion whih takes plae in the pair-by-pair mirosopially
fragmented proess. The anonial and grand anonial
ensembles due to thermalization reated by the heat bath
smooth out these mirosopi features into a single phase
transition, and importantly, the same an be done in the
miroanonial treatment by hoosing a large averaging
interval σ. Already at σ = 5, whih is about half the en-
ergy utuation in the anonial ensemble, the peaks in
Fig. 14 disappear and miroanonial approah beomes
similar to anonial and grand anonial.
The marosopi limit of the miroanonial ensemble
is onsidered in Fig. 15 where entropy as a funtion of
exitation energy in the two-level system for various N is
shown. The omparison of miroanonial, anonial and
grand anonial treatments indiates that they beome
idential in the thermodynami limit. The disrepany
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Figure 14: (Color online) Temperature as a funtion of en-
ergy in three dierent statistial treatments: anonial, grand
anonial and miroanonial. The ladder system with 12 lev-
els, 12 partiles and V=1.00 is used for this study. The results
for the miroanonial ensemble are plotted with two dierent
hoies of energy window σ = 1 and 5.
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Figure 15: (Color online) Comparison of entropy as a funtion
of exitation energy for the two-level system in three ther-
modynami ensembles (σ = 0.5 in miroanonial). Pairing
strength V=1.00. (a) For N=20 partiles; (b) N=50 partiles;
() N=100 partiles.
at high energy is related to the nite spae where in the
miroanonial ase the density of states beomes zero
one the energy exeeds the maximum possible value for
the model spae. The model spae limitation is a natural
ut-o for all ensembles at high energy.
In ontrast to the anonial and grand anonial en-
sembles where thermalization is provided by the external
heat bath the thermalization is a serious question in the
miroanonial treatment [75, 76℄. It has been noted in
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Refs. [20, 54, 74℄ that pairing interations do not pro-
vide suient thermalization. Partile-partile intera-
tions of the pairing type only are not suient to fully
mix states and thermodynamially equilibrate the sys-
tem. Temperature determined mirosopially (37) is
inonsistent with the one that omes from the oupa-
tion numbers of individual single-partile levels see Ref.
[20, 54, 74℄. This property of pairing makes the miro-
anonial treatment speial. The question of thermaliza-
tion in systems with pure pairing is rather aademi; as
it has been shown in [20℄ and referenes therein, at an ar-
bitrary weak non-pairing interations the equilibration is
immediately restored. The signiant role of non-pairing
interation was explored in reent work [77℄. The mag-
neti eld disussed below an also provide the needed
thermalizing eet. The sharp dierenes in the sta-
tistial approahes seen in Fig. 14 suggest to look for
an alternative treatment and traking of the transitional
behavior whih would not introdue the heat bath, en-
ergy averaging, or the partile number unertainty but at
the same time is statistially equilibrated. The Invariant
Correlational Entropy in the next setion provides a tool
that satises this riteria.
V. INVARIANT CORRELATIONAL ENTROPY
The Invariant Correlational entropy (ICE) [57, 59℄ is a
powerful method that allows phase transition features to
be explored on a quantum mehanial level. Expanding
the formal denitions of Se. IV, the ICE for an indi-
vidual eigenstate α is omputed by averaging the density
matrix over the interval of pairing strength
Iα = −Tr(ρα ln ρα), ραk k′ = 〈k|α〉〈α|k′〉,
here k is a basis state. The nal result due to the trae
operation is basis independent. In Fig. 16 we show the
invariant orrelational entropy for all states in the paired
N = 10 two-level system as a funtion of the exita-
tion energy of the orresponding state. The ICE utu-
ates from state to state and the urve shown has been
smoothed. The enhanement of the ICE in the region
between 0 and 6 energy units of exitation signals a tran-
sitional behavior. Indeed, a lower gure that shows the
spei heat as a funtion of energy for the same system
in the anonial ensemble reveals a onsistent trend. The
advantage of the ICE is that unlike anonial (or grand
anonial) ensemble it needs no heat bath and maintains
an exat partile onservation; on the other hand, it is
not prone to equilibration and thermalization issues sine
those are established by the utuations of the pairing
strength.
VI. PAIRING AND MAGNETIC FIELD
The presene of magneti eld is known to inuene
the physis of the pairing state and the pairing phase
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Figure 16: (Color online) Invariant orrelational entropy
(ICE), upper panel; and the spei heat in the anonial
ensemble, lower panel, are shown as a funtion of exitation
energy for the two-level system with N=10 partiles and V=1.
transition. In this setion we extend our study by show-
ing the hanges to the results brought by the presene of
the eld. The Hamiltonian to be onsidered here is
HB = H − gJ ·B, (38)
where J is the angular momentum of the state and B is
the magneti eld. Without loss of generality we hoose
units of the magneti eld so that the gyromagneti ratio
g=1. The introdution of the magneti eld does not
require a new diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. All
eigenstates shift in energy aording to their magneti
quantum number M , with the quantization axis along
the eld B. The problem outlined with the Hamiltonian
(38) is idential to the ranking model of rotating nulei
where Hω = H − J · ω with ω representing rotational
frequeny. Thus, a reader interested in rotations should
understand magneti eld as a rotational frequeny.
In the ase of a single partile on one level the magne-
tization is a textbook example
〈M〉 = 1
2
[
(2j + 1) coth
(
1
2
(2j + 1)x
)
− coth
(x
2
)]
.
(39)
The spin utuation χ(β,B) = 〈M2〉 − 〈M〉2, related to
spin suseptibility, is given by
χ =
1
4
(
sh
2
(x
2
)
− (2j + 1)2sh2
((
j +
1
2
)
x
))
.
(40)
Here x = gB/T . The generalization of these results to
the ases with many levels is straightforward.
In our study below we assume that the degeneray in
the single-partile spetrum is due to the orresponding
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value of the angular momentum j = ω− 1/2 for the two-
level model and j = 1/2 for all levels in the ladder sys-
tem. For eah seniority we dedue the number of states
with ertain angular momentum whih in turn allows us
to alulate statistial partition funtions. The analyti-
ally omputed summations over the magneti quantum
numbers suh as in Eqs. (40) and (39) speed up the al-
ulations.
The destrution of the superonduting state ours
beause of the two somewhat related phenomena. A mag-
neti eld auses the breaking of superonduting pairs
due to the lowering in energy of the spin aligned states.
The estimate for the ritial eld in this ase an be
obtained by omparing the energy of the paired ground
state with the seniority s = 2 aligned spin state with spin
J . The latter is by 2∆ higher in energy at zero eld and
pairing beomes unfavorable when magneti eld exeeds
Bcr = 2∆/(gJ). In our models, equations suh as (12) or
(15) an be used for an estimate. The seond reason is
the hange in the energy of the normal state reeting the
Pauli spin paramagnetism. In our models (half-oupied
for the two-level ase) the eld above Bcr = ∆ǫ/(2gj)
will promote the partile-hole exitations aross the gap
between the single partile levels. It has been suggested
[78℄ and experimentally onrmed, for example in Ref.
[79℄, that due to these phenomena a suiently strong
magneti eld ould hange the transition type from se-
ond to rst order. The situation an be quite omplex
in mesosopi systems where even without the eld the
lassiation an be somewhat diult.
The features of a 20-partile half-oupied two-level
system are shown in Fig. 17 as a funtion of tempera-
ture for a set of dierent values of magneti elds. Exept
for B = 0, for all urves in this gure the eld exeeds
both of the above ritial values (Bcr ∼ 0.1). The behav-
ior of the heat apaity illustrates the disappearane of
the phase transition for all eld strength shown, exept
for B = 0 where a sharp peak is present. The average
magnetization Fig. 17() is exatly zero in the absene of
eld and for high elds starts almost at the saturation.
With inreased temperature magnetization drops down.
The set of elds below ritial is shown in the next g-
ure (18). The behavior of the magneti spin utuations
is regular at B = 0, at weak elds this quantity exhibits a
sharp peak at low temperatures, for strong elds the reg-
ular behavior is again restored. The same peak is present
in the spin suseptibility urve whih is only by a fator
of β2 dierent from χ. The ritial behavior is assoiated
with the orresponding behavior of the magnetization,
see Figs. 19 and 20. The peak in the heat apaity is
redued and shifted to lower temperature, showing that
at non-zero eld a superondutor has lower ritial tem-
perature.
These results are quite robust. In Fig. 19 we show
the same study repeated for the ladder model. The mag-
netization (upper left panel in Fig. 19) is zero for no
eld, it shows a peak in the region of the eld strengths
that orresponds to ompetition between the paired state
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Figure 17: (Color online) Thermodynamis of the two level
system with N=20 and V=1.00 in the magneti eld. The (a)
spin utuations χ; (b) spei heat; () magnetization (ratio
to the maximum possible value); and (d) energy are shown as
funtions of temperature for dierent eld strengths. For this
model Tcr = 0.46 at B = 0.
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Figure 18: (Color online) The same system as in Fig. 17 but
onentrating on the low magneti elds. (a) spin utua-
tions, (b) spei heat.
and magneti orientation (B = 5 and 7 urves), and -
nally at strong elds and low temperature it saturates to
〈M〉 = 6, the maximum alignment state. The spin utu-
ations, shown on the left lower panel, at zero temperature
and no eld, are onsistent with the typial results [80℄.
The sharp peak at magneti elds below ritial again re-
ets the transition assoiated with magneti alignment.
The emergene of the peak that in thermodynami limit
would beome a disontinuity in the otherwise ontinuous
urve at B = 0 an be interpreted as the hange in the
type of the phase transition. The evolution of the transi-
tion point as a funtion of temperature is seen in the heat
apaity urve whih again shows lowering of the tran-
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Figure 19: (Color online) Thermodynamis within the anonial ensemble of a 12-level ladder system with N = 12 partiles in
the magneti eld. The pairing strength is V = 1. The panels inlude plots of magnetization, entropy, magneti suseptibility
and spei heat as a funtion of temperature. The urves orrespond to ve dierent values of the magneti eld B=0, 5, 7,
10 and 20.
sition temperature with the inreased eld. The nding
an be summarized as the existene of two ritial values
for the magneti eld rst one that orresponds to the
hange in the nature of the normal-to-superonduting
transition; and at the seond, higher value of the eld,
the paired state is no longer supported. The hange in
the nature of the phase transition is best seen in the spin-
suseptibility urve whih at low elds has no peak and
aquires a peak onsistent with the peak in heat apaity
at higher values of the magneti eld. We assoiate this
behavior with the analogous situation in the marosopi
superondutor where the seond order phase transition
beomes rst order in the non-zero magneti eld.
Reently, sharp dierenes between the systems with
odd and even partile numbers have been disussed in
the literature [62, 80℄. We address this in Fig. 20 where
we show the same study as in Fig. 19 but with N = 11
partiles. The primary dierene between these results
is that the ground state is degenerate and both magneti-
zation and entropy are non-zero at low temperature and
low eld. Otherwise the results are almost idential. We
onduted similar alulations for a two-level model with
N = 19 partiles but deided not to show the results
beause the dierene between N = 20 and N = 19 is
almost impossible to notie (exept for the entropy and
magnetization at zero temperature and zero eld).
The presene of the external magneti eld ertainly
has an eet on the distribution of zeros in the omplex
temperature plane. This evolution is explored in Fig. 21
where the motion of roots is traed as the magneti eld
is inreased in small inrements. The initial distribution
of roots is onneted with a line marked by B = 0. The
seond line onnets the roots at B = 0.01. The gradual
rotation of the branh responsible for the phase transition
is seen, whih eventually, at high elds, no longer orients
the roots toward the real axis. Based on a similar piture
but for a large system with N = 100 partiles that was
studied earlier in Fig. 22, we show the hange in the
ritial parameters assoiated with this motion in the
presene of the eld. Interestingly, both α and angle ν are
approahing zero whih marks the hange in the phase
transition type from seond to rst order. Unfortunately,
the zero α is not reahed sine the eld strength beomes
larger then the ritial (here Bcr ∼ 0.01) and the paired
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Figure 20: (Color online) Thermodynamis within the anonial ensemble of a 12-level ladder system with 11 partiles in the
magneti eld. The pairing strength is V = 1. The panels inlude plots of magnetization, entropy, magneti suseptibility and
spei heat as a funtion of temperature. The urves orrespond to ve dierent values of the magneti eld B=0, 5, 7, 10
and 20.
phase disappears. The plot in Fig. (22) is ended at this
point sine it is beomes impossible to identify a branh
of roots relevant to the phase transition.
Finally we mention a thermalizing role of the magneti
eld whih breaks high degeneraies of states; and as well
as hanging the phase transition globally it redues the
number of individual pair breaking transitions seen in
the miroanonial treatment. In Fig. 23 the entropy
in the miroanonial ensemble is plotted as a funtion
of exitation energy for dierent strengths of the exter-
nal magneti eld. The number of peaks assoiated with
the pair breaking is ten at zero eld and this number
beomes smaller as the magneti eld gets stronger, sim-
ply beause of the pair alignment. Thermal equilibration
and the equivalene of ensembles are seen in the following
Fig. 24. In ontrast to the B = 0 ase in Fig. 14, the dif-
ferene between anonial and miroanonial ensembles
disappears at the magneti eld near ritial.
VII. SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND
OUTLOOK
Using an exat solution to the pairing problem in a
piket-fene and two-level systems we addressed dier-
ent views on the pairing phase transition, pair breaking,
thermalization, behavior in the magneti eld or, equiv-
alently, rotation in the framework of the ranking model.
We present a omprehensive study analyzing paired sys-
tems with various tools and methods ranging from the
BCS treatment to dierent thermodynami approahes,
inluding invariant orrelational entropy and zeros of the
partition funtions in the omplex plane of temperature
and hemial potential.
We found the miroanonial, anonial, and grand
anonial thermodynami approahes to be dierent
when applied to small systems, although as expeted they
are onsistent in the marosopi limit. The grand anon-
ial and anonial treatment are surprisingly lose to eah
other even in the ases with a relatively small partile
number. We nd the miroanonial treatment to be the
17
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Figure 21: (Color online) The distribution of zeros without
and with the presene of external magneti eld for two level
system N=60 and G=1.00 .
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Figure 22: The evolution of ritial parameters α and ν as a
funtion of applied magneti eld B in system with N=100
partiles and V=1.00
most adequate approah for losed small systems, it al-
lows for both global and relatively loal, in terms of the
energy sale, onsideration of the statistial properties.
The averaging energy window needed for determination
of the density of states gives a broad freedom to the mi-
roanonial approah. The orresponding energy utu-
ation in anonial and grand anonial treatments is too
large in small systems and smooths out many signiant
statistial features suh as individual pair breaking ob-
served in experiment [71℄. In thermally equilibrated sys-
tems the energy window an be as small as few times the
level spaing sine in the full quantum haos an individ-
ual state is a representative of the surrounding statistial
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Figure 23: (Color online) Entropy in the miroanonial pi-
ture is shown as a funtion the exitation energy for several
values of the magneti eld below ritial. The two-level sys-
tem with 20 partiles and V = 1 pairing strength was used.
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Figure 24: (Color online) The same system as in Fig. 23,
the temperature as a funtion of energy is ompared in mi-
roanonial and anonial ensembles at the magneti eld
strength B = 0.05. The dierene at high energy is due to a
nite model spae.
properties [73℄. The idealization of interation limiting
them to pairing only represents a dangerous problem:
the pairing fores exlusively annot establish full equili-
bration, this neessitates a larger thermodynami energy
window.
The Invariant Correlational Entropy that relies on u-
tuations in the pairing strength as a soure of equilibra-
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tion appears to be a powerful statistial tool, apable of
exploring most of the features inherent separately to mi-
roanonial, anonial and grand anonial ensembles.
This tool is partiularly important in identifying phase
transition regions in mesosopi systems.
Turning to the properties of the phase transition we
found as mentioned above the miroanonial treatment
to be distint from other ensembles. In thermodynami
limit, however, all treatments agree. In the further study
of phase transitions we disussed the distribution of zeros
of the anonial partition funtion in the omplex tem-
perature plane. We developed and implemented a nu-
merial method for ounting and nding all of the om-
plex roots in a given region. In agreement with the ear-
lier ndings [2, 25, 62℄ we observe branhes of roots and
study the properties of the one that approahes the real
axis. The behavior of the roots is onsistent with the
seond order phase transition as lassied in [23, 24℄ and
onrms similar marosopi results [70℄.
The reent interest to the rossover region between su-
peronduting pairing and Bose-Einstein ondensation of
pairs prompted us to onsider the potential ondensation
by looking for zeros of hemial potential in the grand
anonial partition funtion. The presene of suh ze-
ros near real axis would hint on the ondensation phe-
nomenon. We did not nd signiant branhes of roots
evolving toward the real axis, and no ritial behavior
was observed in thermodynamis. It is likely that our
model with no expliit spatial degrees of freedom is not
appropriate for these questions.
The last hapter of our work is devoted to interesting
study of the mesosopi phase transition in the presene
of magneti eld. It is fully equivalent to rotations within
ranking model. We found that there is a resemblane be-
tween observed mesosopi properties and those known in
the marosopi physis of superondutors. At low eld
the normal and superonduting phases are separated by
the seond order phase transition. In the next region
of higher magneti eld the normal and superonduting
phases are separated by the transition of a dierent na-
ture assoiated with a simultaneous peak in spin susep-
tibility end enhaned spin utuations. Finally, at even
higher elds a superonduting state is not supported at
all. We onjeture that this behavior is a mesosopi
manifestation of the seond to rst order hange in the
transition type known in the thermodynami limit. We
also traed the evolution of zeros in the anonial parti-
tion funtion as a funtion of magneti eld. We found
that the lassiation of transition type as suggested in
Ref. [11℄ is onsistent with the above argument.
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